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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE EDITOR

FEEL I can do lile beer than to echo
the Editor’s enthusiasc words opposite.
For some me now it has appeared to
me—and I know full well that I am not
alone in this—that the Society is established
on the downhill slope that leads, eventually,
to exncon. Certainly membership has been
falling for a decade or more, but this now
appears to have levelled out and may even be on
the increase.

MUST ﬁrst menon that the start of the
year for your editorial team (and YOUR
Society Magazine), augers well for the
future. It seems that many of you HAVE
responded to my cri de coeur for more copy and
arcles. So many thanks to those of you who
have sent us contribuons. Please keep them
coming in and don’t let your new year resoluons
fade away.

It has to be good news, from the point of view of
the Society, that leerpress prinng is currently
undergoing a revival. We must do what we can
to assist with this, whether by encouraging ‘new’
printers to join us or by helping Tim and his
editorial team in their never-ending search for
copy.
As you will already know, this year we have our
ﬁrst ever opportunity to take part in IPEX, the
largest internaonal print show. If you live within
travelling distance of London (or even if you
don’t, but know somewhere you can stay for a
night or so) then do take the opportunity to help
represent the Society and see the show—for
free—at the same me.
This year, being the 70th anniversary of the
founding of the Society, presents an excellent
opportunity to make the best of what we have.
Many of you will remember the marvellous 50th
anniversary we celebrated at Bristol (and the
‘Bristol Blue’ apples), or the 60th we enjoyed,
along with a stroll on the beach, at Skegness.
I have every reason to believe—not least
because it is being organised by Dorset
Branch—that this year’s Convenon could well
outdo them all.
Those with even longer memories (I hasten to
say that I, regreably, am not one of them) may
remember the Society’s 40th anniversary, when
the Convenon was held at Edinburgh.
Next year we have our ﬁ+h Sco/sh
convenon—yet another event for us all to look
forward to.

We have a number of events to look forward to.
We on the editorial team are parcularly hopeful
that full colour prinng of Small printer will make
it more aracve, both in content and design.
So o+en the impact of an arcle has been let
down by rather poor black and white illustraons,
so full colour will add a spring to our step and
give us further reason to provide you with a more
interesng and pernent magazine.
We then have the BPS involvement with IPEX
2014 from 24th-29th March at the London Excel
building. If you have not already done so, please
get in touch with Ron Rookes to see if you can
help with our stand. It seems to me that this is
an amazing opportunity to publicise what the
BPS is all about and gain many new members.
Leerpress prinng is enjoying a great revival and
the sale of Adanas and small presses is very acve
throughout the UK. These new proud owners
of a press then want to learn how to use their
press; and all that leerpress involves. Where
beer than to join the BPS, receive Small Printer
each month, (with its hints and ps, contacts
and knowledge that you are all going to send in
to me) and generally enjoy the huge repository
of prinng experience within our “Society of
Friends”. Thus we have a real responsibility to
help in this leerpress resurgence. For many
years the BPS membership has been on a steady
downward path. Now we have the chance to
change all that and grow the society back to
where we are: “The Recognised Source of Prinng
Knowledge and Experience for the Small Printer”.
And then we have the 70th Convenon in
Bournemouth from 25th – 27th April. (More
about that next month)
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OFFICIAL

Vacancy
Non Executive Officer

BPS has become an
o?cial partner for
IPEX 2014!
The Society is very proud to have
been invited by IPEX 2014 to become
a partner for the world-class prinng
event at London Excel Exhibion
Centre in March next year, and
naturally we have accepted.
We will be provided with a stand at
the Show, free publicity, entry into
their Show catalogue and lots of
other advantages. This is a valuable
opportunity for the Society and not to
be missed.
Plans are at an early stage and we
haven’t yet worked out what goodies
we will have at the Show to give to
interested punters, but one thing is
clear - we need your help!
The IPEX Show at Excel runs for six
days from 24th to 29th March which
means that we are looking for at
least a dozen >t and energec BPS
members to represent the Society.
It will mean an early start and a late
>nish for anyone who takes on this
challenge, but in return you get a
free look at the greatest prinng
show in the world! We envisage that
parcipants in this excing venture
will wear the new BPS cream polo
shirt, and if you need one of these,
please contact the Sales Secretary.
If you are interested in aending IPEX,
please contact Ron Rookes as soon
as possible (contact details on inside
front cover).

4

ADVERTISING
MANAGER
THE Society is looking for someone to manage those who advertise or wish to advertise in the
Society’s publications.
If you are interested in applying
would you please contact the
Secretary for more information.

Wayzgoose
Errata: January's Small Printer Vol.50 No.1:
The Wayzgoose arcle (page 4-5)
I must apologise for the confusion caused by
the misspelling of the word “Wayzgoose” as
“Wazygoose” in the tle my arcle last month.
It is not the easiest word to immediately spot
the need for correcon—especially for those
just a touch DYSLEXIC!
The arcle in the Monotype Recorder was
actually tled “WAYGOOSE” (the earliest
form of the word) and says that the word
has an uncertain etymology. So I am sorry if
I got you all—including myself—even more
confused.
Also, the Wayzgoose held in Grimsby, Canada
takes place annually on the last Saturday in
April, not the last Saturday of the year. Ed.

Dear Friends of the hand press,
Bob Oldham and Patrick Goossens will be
prinng a new book about the Columbian
and its inventor, as well as about Bob's worldwide census of Columbians for their 200th
anniversary.
The book will include a biographical summary
about George Clymer, some new informaon
about the development of the Columbian,
and a report on the world-wide census results. We also plan to include a census lisng
of recorded presses and a reprinng of the
ﬁrst *Tesmonials* issued by Clymer when he
introduced the press in England in 1818.
The book will be printed by hand on Patrick's
Clymer Columbian No. 375, made in 1828,
from Monotype Baskerville types, on Zerkall
mould-made paper.
We are seeking funding help for this project. Contribuons can be made at:

hp://www.indiegogo.com/projects/anew-book-about-the-columbianpress/x/242576
(see the page above or QR Code below for
details of the project and "perks" available
for contributors, and how to contribute). We
welcome your support for this important
addion to knowledge about one of the most
important developments in the history of
prinng technology.

BobOldham and
Patrick Goossens

BOOK REVIEW
TYPOGRAPHY MADE TO FIT
TypeTogether's primer about leering,
font usage and tailored typography
   

 #  , . %'*

AS the design and producon editor of Small
Printer, I am always on the look out for nuggets
of informaon that can be shared, wrien
about and put into pracce. Editorially, I have
been given a speciﬁc cap to wear in arranging
layouts, making things appear clear on the
printed page, with decision and choice of
typeface/s, images etc. Searching for a correct
response to each arcle can and o+en does
take a fair bit of me. As wrien language by
way of a visual message, is the raw material
that makes up the form of typography—the
organisaon and hierarchy between a headline
and its body text, takes it's style and inﬂuence
from appropriang a parcular typeface.
Possibly respecng tradion of a ‘period’ or
geographic area can only add further pleasure
to the designer's task and the reader's
enjoyment. Having successfully completed two
ﬁrst class degrees as a mature student in the
visual arts, design for print and typography
have become more specialist subject maers
of mine, over more than ten years now. Using
these typographic disciplines to convey the
pages of Small Printer, I do try to design an
appropriate and somemes, possibly diverse
manner of visual communicaon with the
editorial help of Tim and Kim. As a digital
publicaon, reproducon condions that
visually aﬀect how accurately the Small Printer
looks and feels, remain factors within the BPS
agreed monthly budget limitaons. Leaving
pre-press prooﬁng and print quality-assurance
checks to the procured art worker and prinng
house, respecvely, before running the
publicaon.
> 
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The publicaon under review, is of interest
as it addresses the wrien language in an
ever changing landscape of choosing (and
buying) the right digital typeface/s for a job.
This has easily become a mineﬁeld of complex
challenges for any (seasoned or otherwise)
editorial designer to master. Veronika Burian
and José Scaglione met at the University of
Reading whilst compleng their MAs in Type
Design, launching the independent type
foundry TypeTogether (TT for short) in 2006.
Working on Retail and Custom/ Tailored fonts,
TT's self-confessed main interest is ﬁnding

innovave and stylish soluons to old problems
for the professional market of text typefaces,
focusing on an editorial usage. Examples of
these can be seen under the hypertext link:
www.type-together.com/typeinuse
Typography Made To Fit is a twelve page,
saddle-stched, 180 x 280 mm (7 x 11")
formaed booklet, providing a good
compromise of spread size to quality of
editorial. Opening with Why typography is
important, a single (2.5") column, sympathises
with the compositor's task of se/ng mulpage elements that need to work harmoniously
together, using the combinaon of mulple
type families and styles. TT highlight that
each design decision must be in tune with the
contents, the reproducon means and the
rest of the text and images on the page, "[...]
playing an endless game of black and white
6

that designers play every day. Furthermore,
there is an agreed identy side to leers. Type
communicates, but it also represents, and it is
every bit as important as iconography and colour
when it comes to corporate identy programmes.
That is why custom or tailored typography has
become a very appealing opon for companies
of certain sizes. A typeface sets the tone in which
an organisaon speaks to itself and to others. In
this sense, having a unique voice is as important
as an ubiquitous logotype, displayed in the public
realm."
The "more than 500 year old" era of buying
type, (sll, I am pleased to say) implies a
physical exchange of moving around heavy
boxes of lead. In today's modern market of
purchasing fonts, mass and weight has given
into the binary code of zeros and ones. All that
is exchanged is a license to use them, as the
actual design of the font (now, classed as a
piece of "so+ware") remains the property of
the type designer. Hence, the license describes
permissions and restricons over how the font
so+ware is to be installed, used and now, in
a more increasingly digital era; embedding in
PDF's; Applicaons or Apps running on mobile
/ handheld devices, together with formats in
the Webfont standard. Webfonts are the latest
in the typedesigner's market, economically
priced, depending on the website featuring the
typeface, volume of traﬃc etc. Beer than the
oh so familiar few desktop alternaves.
Logo reﬁnement is TT's most common request
for custom leershapes. "Installing any font
and typing the brand name does not make
a logo". TT emphasises the main deﬁnion
of typography as the inherent condion
that their alphabets are "designed", i.e. any
leer ﬁts before and/or a+er any other leer.
Hypothecally, TT states "If we knew the ﬁnal
word that will be wrien, we would certainly
make leers diﬀerently". Interpreng "intenon
of use" as TT being able to modify leershapes
to create a more harmonious, cohesive and
appealing word shape that work as one oﬀ

Giles Edwards (10659)
logos. The skill of TT to develop and expand
the funconality of a custom font design,
that funcons as a fully ﬂedged alphabet, is
brilliant.
The VAG typeface was inially chosen by
designer Cesar Cesio to be developed for
Voltswagen AG adversing in 1979. TT
developed the same typeface for the Pomera
Maderas (see below) forest management
company's logotype. Extending leers with
a greater horizontal proporon, in keeping
with the jeweled leer 'O'. Horizontal strokes

carry a heavier weight and the rounded
terminals are a bit more squarish. These
subtle character diﬀerences become the
starng point that ensures a visual coherence
throughout the brand.
OpenType was introduced in 1997, a pla{orm
independent, digital font format based on the
Unicode standard, covering nearly all of the
world's languages through mul-byte character
encoding of over 65,000 glyphs. Although,
out of the ten most widely spoken languages,
only three of them use the Lan alphabet!
And within Lan typography, there are a lot of
fonts that don't support Central or Northern
European languages. TT adopted OpenType as
a single ﬁle with lots of available typographic
features built into each font. These features
can easily be acvated or deacvated (via
numerous Stylisc Set combinaons) with a

simple mouse click
(dependant on
the DTP so+ware
package used in
implemenng
the font). Peru's
country brand,
designed by
FuturBrand uses TT's own customised version
of their Bree typeface, basing it's ornamental
shapes—featured in their logo—on drawings
from the Nazca lines. These custom ornamental
shapes are only part of a pallet of capabilies to

hand for a typographic designer using this font
format. Some of the others, being Discreonary
Ligatures for single keyboard entry, Contextual
Alternave and Stylisc Sets, saves a big
chunk of layout me brand matching ﬁnal
leershapes from custom sets of type. This
is one of TT's most cost-eﬃcient ways of
markeng a tailored font— creang a custom
modiﬁcaon to an exisng retail typeface.
In recommending the importance of selecng
the right font for the job, TT have formulated
a four-step conceptual framework, se/ng
quesons that assist the customer in making
an informed decision in the selecon process.
Highlighng the Role and purpose, Technical
Requirements, Aesthec Consideraons
and Budget and Licensing issues, eases the
complexies.
7

REFLECTIONS
ON A YEAR OF BEING
ASSISTANT EDITOR – 2013
THE se/ng the 2012 AGM, and the discussion Small
Printer, at a me Les Taylor was looking to stand down
from being Editor. I spoke up, saying we needed to
keep Small Printer as a printed journal, and I would be
happy to become part of a team. This is now our 14th
issue working as the Editorial team, and I have also
completed the Index for the 2013 issues.
The thing which has surprised me (in a good way) is
the level of technical experse within our Society –
from the replies to Name the Typeface or Name the
Press to some of the very detailed arcles which have
been contributed covering all ages of technology, such
as the Digital Prinng arcles. This also shows me
how lile I know about some print processes, so I am
enjoying the learning experience as well. Small Printer
has put people in touch with each other, quite o+en
behind the scenes with the requests for informaon.
We normally get a run of
contribuons, Name the Typeface
and Press entries, occasional leers
etc. in the ﬁrst few days a+er the
issue has been posted out. Tim,
Giles and myself email everything
to each other for proof-reading
or comments, and I compile the
compeon entries and sort out
the duplicated informaon. There
is also a ﬂurry of emails to me
towards the ﬁnal se/ng out of
copy, as many of the cartoons,
short poems/saying and decorave
touches are added just before
going to press, and Giles emails
the high-res ﬁle at the me it goes
to the printers. The minute the
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copy is sent to the printers we start
on the next month, so when I used to
think that once it was being printed
and distributed I could get on with
other things, that’s not the case.
I am especially looking forward to
what we can produce for our 70th
anniversary celebraons, and then to
being involved in the 2015 Convenon
at Perth. I’d ﬁnd it hard to get back
into a 9-5 job now, as I enjoy the
ﬂexibility of what we do in the Print
Studio, Small Printer and promong
leerpress prinng here in Southwest
Scotland. Prinng is never far from
my mind, so being Assistant Editor is
well-suited.
Being Assistant Editor has also given
me the opportunity to go through
back copies of Small Printer, of which
I hold an almost complete set from
1982. These were inially collected
by my late father, and I’m glad he did
so. The ones I am missing are from my
me as a member (see adverts page)
at mes of house moves. It seems

Kim Lowe (6026)
what goes around comes around – some of
the ‘Prinng Places’ in last years issues have
been covered in the past (the museum in
Antwerp and Robert Smail’s), and the ‘Name
the Typeface’ has its’ predecessor in the
leers and queries. Older issues noceably
had more pages of leers, compared to the
ﬁve leers we have printed in the whole
of 2013, but then many of the older leers
would now be covered by queries, short
arcles and the new compeons.
Over the next few issues, some items from
Small Printer issues from over 25 years ago
will be reproduced. A large proporon of our
membership will have joined since then, so
I hope that our longer-established members
don’t mind some reprints of items to help
celebrate our 70th year as a Society.
The three of us on the Editorial team have
come a long way this year, and I don’t think
Tim and Giles will mind me saying that we sll
have a way to go, and I connue to enjoy the
challenges along the way. It’s a long way from
eding my Church magazine, working with a
parish minister who believed that there were
two deadlines, one for everyone else and
one for him (which included phone calls and
emails a+er 10pm to ‘ﬁt something in’).
So do I regret the oﬀer to help? It does seem
a huge eﬀort at mes, when we are on the
deadline to get an issue to the printers and it
clashes with a big event or heavy prinng load
in the Studio, but then I have the sense of
pride when I see the ﬁnished volume. We’ve
recently given out membership forms to
several rered printers and to local arsts who
wish to print their lino cuts by leerpress, and
I’m always showing the magazine to visitors
at the Print Studio. So far I have helped set up
three people with an Adana, with another on
the way You never know, Kirkcudbright could
be a BPS Branch on its own one day!
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AN ADVENT REFLECTION
ADVENT would normally be a me of looking
forward, but this Advent just gone as far
as I was concerned was a me of looking
backwards.
Let me explain. 61 years ago when I was seven
years of age, my family was friendly with
the local printer’s family and it was during
a visit to their house that I was taken to see
the prinng works which were housed in a
large building at the rear of his premises. I
was immediately intrigued with the prinng
presses which were in full ﬂow turning out
page a+er page of printed sheets. There were
racks full of paper and cards of all sizes and
colours of which I was given a greatly prized
boxful.
Then I noced a man standing in front of a
large wooden cabinet aﬀair that seemed full
of drawers that contained lead leers which
he was picking out and arranging into what he
informed me was a page ready for prinng.
I was fascinated—more than fascinated—
engrossed would be more accurate, and
I begged to make further visits to this
marvellous place, knowing that this is what I
wanted to be involved with when I grew up.
My father and grandfather had a nursery
business with a range of large greenhouses
in which they grew tomatoes in the summer
and chrysanthemums in the winter and my
elder brother was expected to go into the
business when he was able to leave school. He
had other ideas however and joined the Royal
Navy, leaving me to be the expected one to
connue the family business, although at the
me I didn't realise this.
Eventually the me came when I could
think about leaving school, and not being
parcularly academic I couldn't wait to fulﬁl
my long-held dream of being involved in
10

Ron Prosser (9405)

prinng. The school I was then aending
was Hamilton Academy, being the Senior
school about 10 miles away from our town
of Strathaven. Hamilton was where the
local Hamilton Adverser Newspaper was
produced. So with great trepidaon I went
into the Adverser Oﬃce one a+ernoon a+er
school and asked if they had any vacancies in
the prinng department. I was taken to meet
the company secretary who asked me all sorts
of quesons and then advised that there
would be a vacancy for an apprence in the
Composing Department where the lead type
was arranged into pages and he would like
to oﬀer me the apprenceship which would
become available in six month's me. I was
over the moon and went home and decided
not to say anything to my parents for the
moment as it was beginning to dawn on me
that my father had other ideas for me.
Three weeks later I came home from school
to ﬁnd him waing for me, which was very
unusual. "What have you been doing?" he
asked. "I have had the Hamilton Adverser on
the phone telling me that they have sickness
in the oﬃce and want you to start next
Monday to help out." I then confessed and
being good parents they realised that this was
no idle thought or passing phase with me as
for many years I had been ‘playing’ with my
John Bull ou{it, prinng lile cards for family
and friends and had had the iniave to visit
the Adverser oﬃce on my own. So they
agreed and I duly started on the following
Monday ready to begin my apprenceship
when the vacancy occurred.
My dream was being fulﬁlled, but sadly my
father's was being drained. My grandfather
had died and with the new Labour
government imporng tomatoes from abroad
he was ﬁnding it diﬃcult to keep going and

a+er a year he decided to sell up and take a
job as manager of The Forest and Orchard
Nurseries near Bristol—a major upheaval for
the family presently living in Scotland.
Thus my apprenceship had to be interrupted
and I had to begin the process of trying to
arrange a connuaon in a new country
and new city. This was not easy and took
about 3 months with me aending meeng
a+er meeng with potenal employers and
the Typographical Associaon. The Master
Printers seemed keen to take me on but the
union was unhappy about a Sco/sh boy
taking up a much sought a+er and limited
apprenceship to the deprivaon of a local
lad. But in the end an agreement was reached
that I should be allowed in as an ‘excess’
apprence with the Burleigh Press, thus
salving everyone’s conscience.
So my leerpress prinng career began, which
lasted even into my so called ‘rerement’ with
various interrupons such as Naonal Service,
my introducon to Lithographic prinng, my
involvement with Oﬃce Staonery, etc. right
up to December 2013. Admiedly for the
past 15 or so years, leerpress prinng had
only played a very small and irregular part in
my life as computer typese/ng and digital
prinng had taken over, but at least I sll had
the enjoyment of handling and admiring the
lead type.

NAME THE PRESS?

13

This month we have a more familiar named
press. Please let us know who made it by the
10th of the month to the editor@bpsnet.
org.uk or sparcles@hotmail.co.uk.

1 2 CONGRATULATIONS to Paul
Whoolley (10640) who recognised the press
as a Columbian Platen made by Curs &
Mitchell of Boston. The picture was taken
in Bownes Printshop at the South Street
Seaport, New York. This wonderful prinng
shop is a great visit should you be over in
New York, New York. (See picture of front of
shop, below).

But why did it all end? A young friend and
fellow BPS member I got to know seemed
to have the same empathy with leerpress
prinng as I had all those years ago and
wanted to purchase my type and composing
equipment to add to her exisng cra+
workshop. How could I refuse to let her meet
her dream? So it has all gone and with it a
part of my life. No doubt I shall recover but
when Christmas comes round again I know I
shall have that longing pang in my heart.

11

Vicki Barton (10519)

HAND PRESS
NEW hand presses don’t come onto the
market very o+en, and when they do they tend
to be very expensive. However, there is an
online shop that has started up in the last few
years called “Great Art”. www.greatart.co.uk .

1

Like any small press, it would be beer secured
to a worktop, and it is furnished with screw
holes. Apart from a thin square of foam and
some paper, no packing is provided. It is more
likely to appeal to printmakers than printers,
because I don’t think it would be
for making a lot of copies.
us
2 useful
Sll,
S my limited experiments
seemed
to give a sasfactory
se
inial
result that will improve with
in
pracce.
p
Illustraon
1. Small press with
Il
block
ready to print. Here the press
b
is
i open and I’ve put a wood block
on
o ready for inking. You can see
the
t scanty bit of foam underneath.

The purpose
of my arcle
isn’t to
provide a free
adversementt
for this
company, but
they do seem
to be the only
people in the
UK who are oﬀering this German-made
“Abig” brand hand press new for sale. At
£225.00 (for a size 42cm x 30cm; a larger
size 46 x 31 is also on sale) it is quite
considerably cheaper than anything else
new that’s available.
The mechanism is simple indeed, and
looking at the pictures of it in operaon, I’m
sure many readers of a praccal bent would
say “I could make that!” However, since I’m
not, and appreciated the extreme low-tech of
it, I decided to try it out.
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Illustraon 2. Small press with paper in place.
I’ve inked, placed the good paper on the block,
and put a bit of packing paper on top of that.
Illustraon 3. Small press Lowering the Platen.
Here you can see how the forked end of the
handle ﬁts underneath the ﬁxed bar to provide
the necessary pressure.

NAME THE TYPEFACE ? 13

the link between the two
typefaces will be Will Carter.



George Webb (5265) for the correct
answer, compiled below:

THE two typefaces in this month's compeon
are Klang (Monotype series 593) and Octavian
(Monotype series 603). Klang was ﬁrst issued
in 1955 and designed by Will Carter, made
its debut at IPEX and had an enthusiasc
recepon. Urgent requests for addional
sizes came in from adversing and publishing
houses which have a reputaon of knowing a
good thing when they see it.
Octavian was issued in 1961 and designed by
Will Carter and David Kindersley. Therefore

While the ulmate authority is the
ancient inscriponal paern, the special
characteriscs of the present rendering are
manifest in the economic proporons of the
shapes and the modiﬁed relaons of the
strokes. Thus, the leers are narrower than
the classical forms and their weight heavier.
The fount as a whole therefore, is calculated
to confer a measure of disncon upon
deserving literary works, and a degree of
boldness, and therefore extra legibility, upon
appropriate social and commercial jobs.
13
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12 Last month’s answer: Many thanks to

#   ! ' !

Extra kudos for sharing anything else you
feel has excited your knowledge. [DIGITAL
type sample]

"The designers are both leer-carvers, the
ﬁrst also a printer and the second also a
sculptor. They set out to preserve in their
alphabets all the essenals of their historic
antecedents, at the same me feeling free to
permit themselves an appropriate degree of
personal drawing".

 '*  

Can you name these two typefaces
and the link between them?

!

Please email this months answer before
the 10th to: giles@lanespress.com or
sparcles@hotmail.co.uk

  #

Can we fix it?

David Kindersley (19151995) was apprenced, at
the age of 18, to Eric Gill
and stayed at the Gill studio
unl 1939 when he set
up his own workshop in
Cambridge. Another link
between the two faces
could be their inﬂuence
from hand cra+ed leerforms. While Klang
is obviously brush-drawn, Octavian shows
Carter's and Kindersley's strong leer-carving
background:

!

         
 
 
 
   
  
 

 

 


 


 
   

  
   
 
 
  
 


   
      

  
   
 
 
 
  
  
   


 
 
  
 
  



  
 
 

  

  
 
 
 

   


 
  


  
 


 
 

  
   
 
    


            
 
         

Will Carter (1912-2001) was
very inﬂuenced by the work
of German type designers
Rudolf Koch (1876-1934)
and Hermann Zapf (1918-).
By the late 1940s Will Carter
was devong most of his
me to his Rampant Lions
Press.

Nick Smith (7951)

udor Printing
SOME members may have seen a series of
programmes on BBC2 entled 'Tudor Monastery
Farm'. This was an aempt to show rural life
in the period before Henry VIII's dissoluon of
the monasteries, when a large part of the land
in England was owned by the Church. The ﬁ+h
programme in the series included a prinng
scene in which I was involved.

would be seen in close-up, the three other
pages in the quarto forme were from a text
set by a prinng class which was waing to be
dissed. All this was done in advance. On the day
the ﬁlm crew spent a lot of me disguising and/
or hiding the rest of the print room, which looks
anything but Tudor. The ﬁlming covered the
prinng process (using replica ink-balls), as well
as typese/ng. The laer was the hardest part
The story-line was that a group of tenant
for me—I always wear glasses, indeed I can't
farmers wished to honour their patron
read without them, but as I was in costume
by presenng a book to him. Somewhat
they were forbidden – so I was picking up type
improbably this was to be a printed book. The
scenes included a brief account of paper-making more or less blindly. Fortunately the ﬁnal result
looks ﬁne, and it's hardly possible to see that
using a hand mould, followed by prinng, and
the type in the sck is gibberish.
completed with a short account of binding.
Cambridge University Library (where I work
as a volunteer) possesses a replica wooden
prinng press which has featured in several
TV programmes, a video for the Victoria &
Albert Museum and a ﬁlm about James I/VI.
Instuons which possess genuine wooden
presses are understandably reluctant to
actually use them, which is why replica presses
are popular for ﬁlming. Our press is actually a
copy of a very late press, as described in Caleb
Stower's Printer's Grammar of 1808. This was
chosen by the late Philip Gaskell because it
gives illustraons of almost all the parts, and
dimensions of most of them. And because the
design of the wooden press seems to have
remained almost unchanged since the 16th
century, our press can stand in for any press
over three centuries.
I was asked to set a Tudor text - in verse,
fortunately—for which I used Morris's pica
Chaucer type, which he had based on 15th
century originals. At the top I put a vaguely
contemporary illustraon. As only this page
14

BRANCH REPORTS
DORSET BRANCHNOVEMBER & DECEMBER
EIGHT members aended the November meeng
at the home of Liz Nelson. Ron and Jean had with
them Jean's trusty Adana 8x5, but this me there
were no items for prinng. Instead, they were
going to use the arcle in the November issue
of Small Pruinter, to demonstrate the embossing
technique described. Using an old block of holy
leaves set in the chase, Ron mixed up some
Araldite and spread a layer onto a small piece of
card and covered it with a piece of “clingﬁlm”.
The card was placed on the platen
and the handle depressed and held in
place with a container of quoins for
around 30 mins. This was to allow the
Araldite to harden enough to allow the
embossing to take place.

with various comments being expressed on how
much Araldite should be applied to get a clean
image and what was the best type of block that
could be used.
Finally, the topic of IPEX 2014 was raised by Ron.
The request in the November Small Printer had
resulted in him having various ideas for manning
the stand along with what could be placed on
show during the six days of the show. Ron said he
would be going to the show anyway, but would be
happy to contribute to the manning of the stand
during that period. This would probably be the
last one he would aend, as since his rerement

We then proceeded to go through
various items connected with the
convenon which had been le+
outstanding, due to several members
who had oﬀered to help, being unable
to aend previous meengs. The
queson of a banner was ﬁnalised with
Les Taylor, who would arrange for the
design to be completed. Robin Munday
had made the me to produce a sample

:    ,    ,      , !#
of the name badge, from which Ron
 #,   #,    ,  # ,    ,  
would now see if the original idea was
# ,  !  ! .  

 :  !  ,
sll workable. The queson of the guest
  !  ,  ~  ,     .
speaker would come to a head just a+er
from the prinng industry three years ago and the
this meeng, with a couple of alternaves being
discussed. Jean had come up with an idea for the advancement of digital prinng, the nature of the
design of the “Goody Bags”, which was agreed by equipment on display had altered. The trend now
the members present. This le+ the sourcing of the was to enclose the machinery inside covers, which
meant it was not very easy to see the operaon and
components to be either purchased or supplied
the way the paper was being handled. Also, as he
by a couple of members, who apparently had
was very unlikely to operate the latest machinery,
these things in a room at home somewhere. It is
amazing to think of the “stuﬀ” we hold “in case it it seems the me to say goodbye to the industry
which had given him employment for ﬁ+y years.
should come in handy later”.
We then returned to the embossing trial, with
Jean opening the Adana. A piece of “laid” paper
was used to take an impression and passed
around. The result could be seen quite clearly,

The December meeng was our usual Christmas
Sunday Lunch provided by Liz Nelson at her home.

Ron Watson (6855)
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Welcome to 2014 - BPS Platinum Anniversary
So it has arrived, another special year in the life of the BPS. 70 years
since Bill Brace had the initiative to start our society and I wonder if
he ever imagined it would still be around 70 years later.
Back in May the PG Record reported in our AGM minutes that it
would be good to make some special remembrance of this Platinum
year but so far no suggestions have been made, so can I now urge
you to give it some thought and let me have any ideas you might
come up with before the time passes.
Are you going to visit IPEX, 24 - 29 March, I wonder? I am hoping to
do so, although I will be unable to offer my services to man the BPS
stand due to time constraints but I hope to meet some of you there.
Perhaps we could produce some print-related item regarding the PG
for the BPS stand, perhaps a ʻpull-upʼ banner or leaflet as our PG
Platinum Contribution, but time is of the essence. Please let me know
what you feel about this and any other suggestions you may have.
You will have read in the January edition of Small Printer an appeal
from the Editor and the President for more items from members so I
contacted Tim Honnor, the Editor, and suggested that he might like
to include the P.G. Record in some form or other in the Societyʼs
magazine to which he readily agreed. Hopefully this edition of PG
Record and subsequent editions will appear and will encourage more
BPS members to join our ranks. Many BPS members think that to be
a PG member you have to publish books, etc. and as we know this is
not correct. 2 printed items per year is the requirement and they can
be of a single card or sheet up to booklets or even books. Membership is an enjoyable extra part of our society, especially for those who
are unable to take part in Branch activities.
May I wish you all a very happy, healthy and enjoyable Celebratory
Year with plenty of good printing. Like you all, I cannot wait to see the
latest version of our annual publication, ʼPrinting in Miniatureʼ. I am
sure it is almost ready and I await with suppressed excitement for it to
drop through my letterbox.
Ron
P.S. Many thanks also to those who sent me personal Christmas
Greetings.

Now here is an
unusual
and
intriguing contribution
from
Peter White of
The
Bouncing
Apple Press - or
is it ʼThe Bouncing Acre Pressʼ as
shown in the Members List? (I must ask him one day to explain
the name and tell us which one is correct.) ʻA Swarm of Beesʼ and
what a swarm it was - the enlarged illustration will explain all.
Thank you, Peter, for your inventiveness and please donʼt expect
me to name all the typefaces used!
Alan Brignullʼs Rambling Urchin 75 is a letterpress printed card illustrating Maltaʼs Eurovision
Song Contest entry for 2013 - ʼHis name is
Jeremy, he works in ITʼ being a memorable lyric
that he remembered from that contest. I didnʼt
listen to the contest but I have ʻGoogledʼ and
rather liked the little video that I was able to listen
to. I gather the song sung by Gianluca Bezzina
didnʼt win but did quite well. As always I enjoyed
seeing Alanʼs contribution to the bundle. Perhaps some of us can
concur with Gianluca that ʻRisk Assessment is our investment in a
life of no surpriseʼ?
My own (Ron Prosserʼs) Christmas Card was a
concoction of a Courtier Fine Art Card, of which I
was given 100ʼs many years ago, purely for the
envelopes as the cards were about to be thrown
out. I knew I would find a use for them sometime
and used them to send my wifeʼs and my greetings to the members and also as an unusual
means of sending the PG Record. It was also the
last letterpress job I expect I shall ever print as all my letterpress
equipment has now gone to a ʻbetter placeʼ and will be
well used instead of lying idle in my garage.
The PG Record as mentioned above was included in a
small format to fit in Santaʼs bag. Hope you were able
to read it.

The P.G. December Bundle
A magna bundle this month with 4 items coming
from Ron Rookes our Councillor and Mailer.
First, Pawprint Snippets No.3, ʻFire Fighting in the
Futureʼ, an interesting illustration by French Artist,
Villemard of how he imagined firemen to be in the
year 2000. Computer typeset using Nueva Roman
typeface and deskjet printed. Nicely laid out and
printed on white board.
Secondly a Christmas Card from Ron and Margaret, lavishly illustrated with comic characters including heavy grey shadows which
gave them an almost 3D effect.
Thirdly a PG Christmas Wordsearch just in case
we had nothing to do over the holidays. This was
a large Wordsearch with 40 typeface names to
discover. I found it a particularly hard one making
it a good one, and thinking I would start with an
easy name of ʻKennerleyʼ as I assumed there
would not be many ʻKʼsʼ, it proved otherwise, and,
yes, it did give something different to do from
eating cold turkey over many days.
Ronʼs last item was the very useful PG Membership List for 2013-14 and it was a pity to
find the error in Roger Broadbeltʼs entry. I
also take blame for this as I proof-read it at
one stage and completely missed it, so my
and Ronʼs apologies to you all.
It was also sad to see some
old names missing but very
pleasing to see the inclusion of more new members.
Thank you, Ron, for all of
these items and for all you
do for the Publishing
Group.

John Eassonʼs larger than A3 Specimen Sheet 29 (I wonder how many
more there are to come?) has been
titled, ʻThe Awkward Squadʼ as it illustrates wood letter that is difficult to
identify. He states they are ʻpretty
dreadful typographically, although
some have a warped charmʼ, but I still
find them fascinating and wish I had
the very many wood founts that my old
company threw out years ago when
they discontinued letterpress.
This sheet is letterpress
printed in 6 colours. Thanks
John, for another one.
John Holmes in New Zealand sends us ʻbelated Christmas
Greetingsʼ which were not belated as the Postal Services got
them to us in time. Johnʼs striking red card celebrates 150
years of NZ Railways, 84 years of Monotype Perpetua, 50
years of his printing and 48 years of printing his own Christmas Cards - immaculately done as always and we wish you
vary many more years of doing so, John.
John and Dee Miller sent us their usual calendar for the
new year. This time printed in black on a grey board.
Always a useful little gift to carry in your wallet. Perhaps
next year, John you could send us 2 so that we could keep
one in our file whilst using the other. Now thatʼs me being
cheeky and greedy. Just an idea!
Our final item in this bundle is a reminder card from
Jean Watson that this is the Platinum Anniversary
Year of our Society of Friends. Letterpress printed in
grey, black and red and thermographed. Itʼs a long
time since we have had thermography, so thank you,
Jean.
Compiled and printed at The Vine Press, the private printing
press of Ron Prosser, Newport, South Wales,

42 copies of items are required for each monthly
bundle to Ron Rookes, please.
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DIARY

THE
PRINTER’S
CAT

19 February ......Dorset Branch
Monymusk House Stud, Whitcombe,
Dorchester. 7:30pm
25 February ......Surrey & Sussex Branch
meeng: Peter Salisbury
15 March ..........Surrey & Sussex Branch
Open Day

The printer’s cat helps.
Jumping lightly onto the stone
where I’ve left standing type,
untied of course,
now resting gently in a printers’ pie.
The printer’s cat helps.
Sitting carefully in the box
of freshly printed cards,
the ink still wet,
now slightly smudged and
embellished by paw.
 #  
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27 March ..........South Wales Branch
Bookbinding techniques praccal evening.
Ron has kindly agreed to demonstrate
some bookbinding techniques. All
members will be invited to try their hand
at binding a miniature book.
19 March ..........Dorset Branch AGM
Monymusk House Stud, Whitcombe,
Dorchester. 7:30pm
16 April .............Dorset Branch 2014
Monymusk House Stud, Whitcombe,
Dorchester. 7:30pm
25 -27 April .......BPS Annual Convenon
Bournemouth.
13 May .............Surrey & Sussex Branch
meeng: Adrian Towler
29 May .............Surrey & Sussex Branch
Paper Mill visit in Ebbw Vale

,

 
 
If you are new to the Society and want to ﬁnd out
about your local Branch, or if you want to start up a
new Branch in your area, please contact:

Bob Edwards Tel: 01252 615439 or
email: adpress@clara.net

GROW A BRANCH
IN YOUR AREA!
    #   ! $  
!
  
 '}*.
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MEMBERSHIP
 :
10728 PERRY, Mr T. 7 Mormer Close, Orleton,
Ludlow. SY8 4PG

LETTERPRESS POLYMER
BLOCKMAKING
24 Hour service. SAE for brochure to:

    :
10711 WIGHT, Ms M. 29 Milton Crescent,
Edinburgh. EH15 3PQ

Peacock, 6 William Street,
Berkhamstead, Herts. HP4 2EL
Tel. 01442 872956

  :
5285 Mr C. Bowden | 5868 Mr P. Garner |
7461 Mr N. Buxton | 8320 Mr J. Comber |
10088 Mr L. Smith | 10462 Mr N. Lailey

RISOGRAPH DIGITAL PRINTER

SMALL ADS
 : Can you help? I am missing the
following issues of Small Printer to complete my
collecon from 1982. Postage willingly paid.
NOVEMBER 1983
The whole of 1987
FEBRUARY 2001
JULY and DECEMBER 2004
JANUARY, FEBRUARY and NOVEMBER 2005
AUGUST 2007
JANUARY 2008
AUGUST 2010
NOVEMBER 2011

Please email Kim Lowe with any oﬀers at
sparcles@hotmail.co.uk

ALL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS currently £27,
or noﬁcaons for change of address, email or
telephone numbers should be sent to the
Membership Secretary: Margaret Rookes,
57 Craiston Way, Great Baddow,
Chelmsford CM2 8ED.
Please make any cheques payable to the
‘Brish Prinng Society’.
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SIMPLE – FAST – COST-EFFECTIVE
New & Refurbished Machines always available
SERVICE – INK – MASTERS

T

02380 330611 E sales@appleoffice.co.uk
www.appleoffice.co.uk

COLOUR
COPIERS
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

BPS INTERNET NEWS
MEMBERS are registering themselves on our
new Forum and posng new topics or joining
exisng ones. To be successful we need even
more acvity, so please register today, start
posng, and get to know your fellow
members.
hp://www.bpsnet.org.uk/forum
/index.php
The Society now has a Facebook page, keep up
to date with Society news by vising regularly.
If you have your own
page add us to your
favorites and let us know
so we can reciprocate.
hp://www.
facebook.com/
BrishPrinngSociety

?hkma^;ILIn[eb\bmrE^ZÌ^mZg]
F^f[^klabi:iieb\Zmbhg?hkf3
M^e^iahg^)*/+*1*1,,0^fZbein[eb\bmr9[ilg^m'hk`'nd
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